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ABSTRACT: The physical properties of a polycarbonate (PC) glass
formed under high pressure are evaluated experimentally and
compared to molecular dynamics simulations of a simple model
polymer capable of pressure densification. Pressure densified glass
(PDG) exhibits higher enthalpy and is as much as 4% denser than the
corresponding glass formed at ambient pressure. Measurements of the
first sharp diffraction peak reveal that local density fluctuations are
suppressed in PDG, as corroborated by elastic incoherent neutron
scattering measurements. Both the experimental and simulation results
indicate that the reduced stability of PDG limits the pressures for which pressure densification is effective; at too high a pressure
the glass transition temperature falls below ambient.

■ INTRODUCTION

Glasses are nonequilibrated materials, with their structure and
properties dependent on the thermodynamic path used to
vitrify the liquid. Understanding, manipulating, and exploiting
the full potential of the nonequilibrium state of glasses is a
challenge that offers the possibility of better properties and
more stable materials. One approach is pressure densifica-
tion,1−9 which refers to the application of pressure to a liquid
or polymer melt, followed by cooling to the vitreous state. The
subsequent release of the pressure yields a pressure densified
glass (PDG) at the same temperature and pressure (i.e.,
ambient) of the corresponding conventional glass (CG);
however, the PDG has different properties, for example, higher
density and modest changes in mechanical behavior.5,10 Thus,
pressure densification affords the ability to tune the structure
of the glass by employing different temperature and pressure
histories.
In this work, we characterize differences in the static and

dynamic properties of polycarbonate glasses prepared by
densification at various pressures, including very high pressure
(1 GPa). Scattering measurements indicate changes in the
static structure of the PDG, with a decrease in local density
fluctuations. Thermodynamically, the PDG exhibits higher
enthalpy and less thermal stability than CG, notwithstanding a
mass density closer to the equilibrium value. This reduced
stability limits the pressures that can be applied to attain PDG.
To better understand these results, our experimental findings
are augmented with molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of
chain molecules.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
The material was polycarbonate (Makrolon GP from Covestro), used
as received. Most pressured densified samples herein were prepared in
a Gnomix apparatus,11 having a pressure range of 10−200 MPa, with
the sample confined by mercury. The specific volume was measured
in situ, typically at temperatures from 25 to 300 °C. The rate of
heating and cooling was 0.5 K/min. An additional pressure
densification was performed at 1 GPa using a multianvil, split-sphere
apparatus.12,13 For this experiment the PC was heated to 320 °C,
followed by slow increase of the pressure. At 1 GPa the temperature
was increased to 370 °C and held constant for 5 min. Following
cooling to ambient temperature, the pressure was reduced to
atmospheric.

Mass densities were obtained at ambient conditions by pycnometry
(Quantachrome UltraPyc 1200e) with helium as the confining fluid.
The measurement was repeated several times, with an accuracy better
than 0.02%.

Wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) experiments employed a
Rigaku SmartLab (λ = 1.54 Å) in the Bragg−Brentano geometry, with
2θ from 2° to 30°. Scattering from the borosilicate sample holders was
measured separately and subtracted from the scattering profiles. All
data were normalized by the integrated area to account for the sample
mass.

Temperature-modulated differential scanning calorimetry using a
TA Instruments Q100 was performed at a heating rate of 1 K/min,
with modulation amplitude = 0.16° and period = 40 s.

Elastic incoherent neutron scattering (EINS) measurements were
obtained using the high-flux backscattering (HFBS) instrument at
NIST in the fixed window scan mode. In this mode all elastically
scattered neutrons within the instrument resolution of 0.8 μeV are
counted. Samples were held in annular aluminum holders, with a
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thickness of 0.1 mm to avoid multiple scattering. Initially cooled to 15
K, at which the scattering is completely elastic, samples were heated at
0.4 K/min, sufficiently slow to avoid temperature gradients, with data
collected every 75 s.
Molecular dynamics simulations (MDs) were performed in the

NPT ensemble using the RUMD software14 modified to incorporate a
Berendsen barostat.15 A total of 8000 Lennard-Jones particles were
simulated (80 polymer chains ×100 segments). Nonbonded segments
interact through a Lennard-Jones potential with the interparticle
distance and the potential well depth both set to unity. All MDs
results are given in dimensionless Lennard-Jones units. Bond lengths
were kept approximately constant (within 1%) at 0.5 using harmonic
bonds with a large force constant = 105. Bond angles were equal to
120°, maintained constant (within a few degrees) by means of a stiff
harmonic bond angle potential, with spring constant = 1000. A simple
sinusoidal torsional potential, U(θ) = 0.5A(1 + cos 3θ), where θ is the
dihedral angle and A = 10, was used.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Pressure Densification of Polycarbonate. The pressure

densification experiments were performed by application of
high pressure to the PC above Tg, followed by isobaric, slow
cooling to the glass state (Figure 1). The greater density of the

PDG is in accord with the general behavior of glass-forming
materials, including polymers. It also confirms previous
findings1,2 that “simple” liquids deviate from the prediction
of isomorph theory.16,17 This is noteworthy since PC has a
Prigogine−Defay ratio close to unity, which identifies it as a
material expected to have properties strongly complying with
the theory.18

The measurements in the Gnomix apparatus are illustrated
in Figure 2, with vitrification pressures as high as 200 MPa.
Note that when the PDG is heated, a change in thermal
expansivity occurs prior to reaching the glass transition
temperature, Tg. Johari

9 has ascribed this sub-Tg feature to
the instability of PDG due to their high density and high
enthalpy.
As the vitrification pressure increases, there is more

densification of the PC. Collected in Figure 3 are the densities
for various vitrification pressures. At the highest pressure for
the experiments in the Gnomix (= 200 MPa), the increase in
density exceeds 4%. A measure of the extent of pressure

densification is the compressibility at low pressure resulting
from glass formation at a pressure, P1

19
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where νCG and νPDG(P0) are the respective specific volumes of
the conventional CG and the PDG, both measured at ambient
pressure, P0. As the vitrification pressure increases, κ′
decreases. Our results are consistent with a value previously
reported for PC, κ′ = 5.1 × 10−2 GPa−1 for vitrification at P1 =
10 MPa.10 The compressibility for PC vitrified herein at 200
MPa was κ′ = 5.9 × 10−2 GPa−1.
A second metric of pressure densification is17
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v v P

( )
( )

CG PDG 0

CG PDG 1
δ =

−
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where νPDG(P1) refers to the specific volume of the PDG prior
to the release of the vitrifying pressure. This parameter is
plotted versus vitrification pressure in the inset to Figure 2. For
the highest pressure, 200 MPa, δ = 0.27, which is within the
range found generally for polymers, 0.14 < δ < 0.30.1,17

Because the extent of pressure densification increases with
vitrification pressure through 200 MPa, an experiment was
performed in which PC was heated in the multianvil, split-
sphere device above Tg, with the pressure then raised to 1 GPa.
The temperature required for the PC to be initially a melt at 1

Figure 1. Isobaric specific volume for PC as a function of temperature
for pressure densification performed by heating from the glassy state
(uppermost curve); applying pressures up to 200 MPa, followed by
cooling to room temperature (lowest curve); and releasing the
pressure and heating through the glass transition (middle curve).

Figure 2. Temperature dependence of the specific volume on heating
for polycarbonate vitrified at 10, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, and 200 MPa.
The extent of pressure densification (eq 3) is shown in the inset.

Figure 3. Mass density at ambient conditions for polycarbonate PDG
formed at the indicated pressures. The arrow indicates the density of
PC vitrified at 1 GPa.
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GPa was estimated from determination of the effect of pressure
on the Tg of conventional PC. These results are collected in
Figure 4, along with literature data (the latter vertically shifted

to coincide with the present measurements). Simultaneously
fitting the two data sets to the equation of Andersson and
Andersson20
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a
b
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a

g g

1/

= +
(4)

we obtain a = 1.4 ± 2 and b = 1340 ± 220 MPa, with values of
Tg = 408 ± 2 K at ambient pressure and 680 K at 1 GPa. (Note
eq 4 is analogous to the Simon−Glatzel equation for the
pressure dependence of the melting point.21)
The multiaxis anvil assembly does not allow for in situ

density measurements. The density at ambient pressure and
temperature measured after removal from the assembly is
indicated in Figure 3 by the arrow. It is less than 0.7% larger
than the CG and lower than any of the PDG prepared in the
Gnomix at pressures beyond 75 MPa. From eq 2 we obtain κ′
= 6.8 × 10−3 GPa−1 for the P = 1 GPa PDG, which is an order
of magnitude smaller than achieved at lower pressures.
This counterintuitive resulthigher pressure effects less

pressure densificationis an artifact of the lower stability of
PDG; that is, the glass formed a 1 GPa transitions to the
amorphous liquid when the pressure is removed. The lower
stability of the PDG is seen in Figure 2; the temperature at
which the PC on heating assumes the thermal expansivity of
the melt, an effective Tg, decreases with increasing vitrification
pressure. In Figure 5 are calorimetry results showing the higher
enthalpy of the PDG formed at 200 MPa in comparison to the
CG. The lower stability of the PDG with increasing
vitrification pressure is also seen in the inset to Figure 4.
There is a monotonic decrease in Tg with densification
pressure. Estimating Tg for the PDG formed at 1 GPa requires
an overly long extrapolation; nevertheless, it is clear that on
release of the pressure the structure of the PDG prepared at 1
GPa is lost. The material revitrifies at a lower pressure and
indeterminate temperature. Thus, the reduced stability of PDG
imposes an upper bound on the vitrification pressure. This
limitation of pressure densification is not a fundamental
problem but depends on the material and Tg of the PDG at the

temperature and pressure of interest, typically ambient. The
rest of the analysis herein was limited to PC vitrified at 200
MPa or less.
Consistent with its lower stability, the structure of PDG is

not at equilibrium. Vitreous materials lack long-range order but
typically show static correlations at intermediate length scales.
This indicates a degree of structural regularity other than the
local liquid structure giving rise to an amorphous halo in
scattering measurements. Experimentally, this intermediate
range order is manifested as the so-called first sharp diffraction
peak (FSDP) in the static structure factor, S(Q), measured by
elastic X-ray or neutron scattering.
The FSDP at Q ∼ 1.2 Å−1 are shown in Figure 6 for CG and

PDG PC glasses. The primary difference is a reduced

magnitude of the FSDP for the PDG (6 ± 3%), with the
position of the peak not significantly affected. If the peak
amplitude of the FSDP is determined primarily by the Debye−
Waller factor,22 the PDG exhibits reduced local density
fluctuations. Although our results are consistent with previous
work on pressure densified polystyrene23 and lithium
silicate,24,25 it should be noted that there is a lack of consensus
regarding the origin of the FSDP in amorphous glasses.26,27

The main conclusion from Figure 6 is that pressure
densification subtly alters the intermediate range order.

Figure 4. Pressure-dependent glass transition temperature of
polycarbonate CG along with the fit of eq 4. Data herein measured
during cooling in the Gnomix at the indicated pressure. Inset shows
the glass transition temperature during heating from the expansivity
data in Figure 2; extrapolation indicates a subambient Tg for PC glass
formed at 1 GPa.

Figure 5. Heat capacity for polycarbonate vitrified at 0.1 MPa (lower
curve) and 200 MPa (upper curve).

Figure 6. WAXS profiles showing the first sharp diffraction peak of
polycarbonate CG (black) and PDG (blue).
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To better understand the influence of vitrification pressure
on the sub-Tg dynamics, EINS was carried out, with the elastic
scattering intensity, Sinc(Q, ω = 0), measured as a function of
temperature during heating of the glassy PC (samples same as
those in Figure 6). The temperature-dependent mean-square-
displacement (MSD), calculated using the Debye−Waller
approximation,28 is shown in Figure 7 for the CG and PDG.

This MSD reflects density fluctuations occurring from 0.03 ps
to 2 ns. The glasses exhibit no significant differences in the
MSD well below Tg. This is unsurprising since molecular
motions at temperatures below 150 K are primarily methyl
group rotations, not expected to be sensitive to density
changes. However, on approach to Tg (300 K < T < 400 K) the
amplitude of the MSD is reduced for PDG. Similar results (not
shown) were obtained for PC pressurized at lower pressures,
with the reduction in the MSD increasing with increasing
vitrification pressure. The data indicate a suppression of local
density fluctuations, consistent with the FSDP in Figure 6. The
exact motion underlying these fluctuations is difficult to
discern due to the complex structure of the polycarbonate
backbone.
Molecular Dynamics Simulations. We simulate the

pressure densification process for a coarse-grained model
polymer, similar to that used in ref 29. This model does not
specifically represent polycarbonate but rather is the simplest
polymer that shows pressure densification behavior similar to
that seen experimentally. The most basic model polymer, a
freely jointed chain, does not pressure densify, while a freely
rotating chain pressure densifies to a much lesser extent than
observed for any real polymer.3 We were able to obtain
realistic pressure densification behavior by incorporating a
torsional potential UT(θ) = 0.5A(1 + cos 3θ) where θ is the
dihedral angle, with a torsional barrier height A = 10. We
found that the exact form of the torsional potential (e.g.,
number and depths of minima) does not qualitatively affect the
results; the degree of pressure densification increases with
increasing torsional barrier height.
To create the simulated glass, a well-equilibrated melt was

cooled isobarically at a rate of 10−4 (temperature/time units)
to T = 1 at P = 1 (CG) or higher (PDG). The latter was
decompressed to P = 1 over a time t = 100 after reaching T =
0.1. The volumes during formation of PDG and subsequent
heating of CG and PDG are shown in Figure 8 for P1 = 10.

The expected change is observed in the slope of V(T) at Tg.
The volume data reflect significant pressure densification, κ′ =
1.1 × 10−3 and δ = 0.36. Similar to PC (Figure 1) there is an
increase in apparent thermal expansivity of the PDG on
heating prior to reaching Tg.
Figure 9 shows the temperature dependence of specific

volume for simulated glasses formed at several densification

pressures as well as the conventional glass. For densification
pressures P1 < 100 the PDG’s density at the lowest
temperature (shown in the inset) increases with densification
pressure similar to what is seen in Figure 2 for polycarbonate.
Above this pressure, the density decreases with increasing
densification pressure. We also observe that for P1 < 100 the
low-temperature apparent thermal expansivity of the PDG is
similar to that of the CG up to a temperature Td, after which it
begins to increase. Td is a measure of stability: if held at T > Td,

Figure 7. Average mean-square displacement (MSD) of CG (hollow)
and PDG (solid) upon heating from the glassy state. Inset: close-up of
the boxed region to more clearly show the reduced amplitude of the
MSD for the PDG.

Figure 8. Temperature dependence of specific volume for simulated
polymer cooled at P = 10 and depressurized to form PDG as well as
subsequent heating of PDG. Heating of CG formed at P = 1 is also
shown.

Figure 9. Temperature dependence of specific volume on heating for
PDGs formed at various densification pressures. The inset shows the
temperature Td at which V(T) deviates from its low-temperature
behavior as well as the density of the glass at T = 0.1 as a function of
densification pressure; the shaded area indicates the region where
PDGs are unstable.
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the volume will increase slowly with time, approaching that of
the CG. Note that this destabilization temperature Td (shown
in the inset to Figure 9) decreases rapidly with densification
pressure, reaching near zero around P1 = 100, the same
pressure as the density maximum. This suggests that the
maximum in density arises from the fact that pressure densified
glasses formed at P1 > 100 are unstable even at the lowest
temperatures and relax to lower density immediately after
pressure is released, which corroborates the conclusions
reached above for polycarbonate.
In Figure 10 we compare the mean-square displacement

(averaged for times between 1 and 103) for the CG and PDG.

Similar to polycarbonate, the pressure densified glass has lower
MSD below the glass transition, the difference becoming most
evident close to Tg. The change of slope at low temperature
observed for polycarbonate is absent for the simulated polymer
and probably arises from the onset of local motions in PC,
lacking in the simulated polymer. The inset shows the MSD as
a function of time; at very short times (ballistic regime) the
MSD varies as t2, with a plateau developing (caging regime),
followed by an increase at longer times at temperatures close to
and above the glass transition. On the logarithmic scale of the
inset, it is clear that below the glass transition the mean-square
displacement of the PDG is less than that of the CG by a factor
that is essentially independent of time and temperature.

■ CONCLUSIONS
The physical properties of polycarbonate glasses and simulated
model polymer glasses prepared through two different
thermodynamic pathways, cooling at low or high pressure,
were compared. Pressure densification yields a denser, less
stable glass, the latter reflected in a higher enthalpy and lower
glass transition temperature. There is also a suppression of
density fluctuations in the PDG. Prior to reaching Tg during
heating, there is an increase in thermal expansivity for the
PDG. Evidently, the excess disorder arising during formation of
the glass evolves toward the lower energy configuration of CG.
This excess disorder lowers the stability and limits the
magnitude of the pressure that can be utilized to form PDG.
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